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Abstract

In this essay, I investigate musical silence. I first discuss how to integrate the concept of silence into a general theory or definition of music. I then consider the possibility of an entirely silent musical piece. I begin with John Cage’s 4’33″, since it is the most notorious candidate for a silent piece of music, even though it is not, in fact, silent. I conclude that it is not music either, but I argue that it is a piece of non-musical sound art, rather than simply a piece of theatre, as Stephen Davies has argued. I end with consideration of several other candidates for entirely silent pieces, concluding that two of these are in fact pieces of music consisting entirely of silence.
Most discussions of the nature of music begin with the vague notion that it is the art of sound. The next step is usually to argue that though sounds may be necessary for music, they are not sufficient, since there are sonic arts other than music, most notably linguistic performance arts, such as poetry and drama. However, at some point the issue of silence inevitably comes up. Most theorists want to allow the possibility of musical silence, that is, silence that is part of a musical work or performance, though this seems to require rejecting the necessity of sounds for music. In this essay, I investigate how best to incorporate the concept of silence into a definition of music, and consider the possibility of musical works consisting entirely of silence.

I. MUSICAL SILENCE

Jerrold Levinson argues for the possibility of musical silence on the grounds that it is a central structural element of much music: “there are very few imaginable musics, and no actual musics, for which silence – the space between sounds – would not be a structural principle.” But although silence often plays this structural role, it is more integral to the music it partly constitutes than this characterization suggests. No one would suggest, conversely, that musical notes articulate the structure of the silences they surround, because clearly one is supposed to attend to the notes; they do more than simply structure what they surround. Yet silences, too, must be actively attended to if one is to understand a musical performance.
The primary reason for admitting the existence of musical silence is that silences, in the form of rests, are integral parts of musical items such as melodies and movements. Various kinds of silences occur during musical performances, and on musical recordings. Jennifer Judkins has distinguished between measured and unmeasured silences and, within the latter category, between silences internal to a musical unit (such as a symphonic movement) and those that frame such units.\(^3\) For instance, ordinary rests are measured silences; “grand pauses” are unmeasured internal silences; and the time taken between the end of the last note of a symphony and the audience’s applause is an unmeasured framing silence. Which type of silence a given silence is may be a matter of performative interpretation, rather than a matter of what the work mandates. For instance, the silence between the two statements of the opening motif of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony (like the pause on the final note of each statement) may be performed as measured or unmeasured. We might consider a further category of “quasi-measured” silences. Prokofiev’s second violin concerto begins with a phrase played twice by the solo violinist alone. All violinists take a “breath” between the two statements of this phrase, though no rest is notated – it would be unmusical not to. The time taken by the silence is not added to the measures, but taken away from the last note of the first phrase. Thus, the first phrase, including the silence, is precisely five beats long (hence “measured”), yet the silence may not be conceived of by the performer as a particular length, such as an eighth-note or quaver (hence “quasi-”).

A silence of any of these kinds may be an integral part of a larger musical whole.\(^4\) This can be seen by imagining any example performed without the silence. In any of these examples, to skip over the silence, and just play the notes, would have significant (usually bad) results at a number
of levels. For example, to perform in this way would count as an error, just as would playing a wrong note, or playing an additional note in place of the silence. The character of a melody would be dramatically changed without its constituent rests, most notably rhythmically. Furthermore, since emotional expressiveness and other broadly semantic features of music depend in some way on more basic musical features, the expressive character of a melody, or an entire movement in the case of a grand pause, would be dramatically altered were the silences not to be performed.5

One question, then, is how to revise the characterization of music as an art of sounds, or a definition of music that requires sounds as a necessary condition. One way to do so would be simply to add silence as an inclusive disjunct, so that music becomes the art of sounds and/or silence. This is the strategy employed by Jerrold Levinson. He says he understands the phrase “organized sound” “to comprise the organization of sound and silence, or sounds and silences taken together.”6 Thus, when he goes on to consider John Cage’s 4’33″, for instance, he argues that its framing of the ambient sounds in the performance environment is “a limiting case of the organization of sound-and-silence.”7

Though this approach to including silence in a definition of music is extensionally adequate, it is not very informative. One might reasonably ask why both silence and sound should be included in the definition of music. A definition that provided such an explanation should be preferred to one that does not, since one central purpose of a philosophical definition is to give us some insight into the nature of the phenomenon being defined. (After all, a circular definition may be
extensionally adequate, but it should be rejected in favor of a non-circular definition on the grounds that circular definitions are uninformative.)

We have just seen the explanation that underlies the inclusion of both sound and silence within the ambit of music: both must be listened to in any adequate experience of a piece of music.\(^8\) Given that this point is relatively uncontroversial, why should being a sound continue to appeal as a necessary condition on being music? I surmise that it may be a misplaced attempt to secure the objectivity of music. The alternative might appear to be a subjective definition along the lines that that music is any event listened to (or heard) in such-and-such a way. But this is not the only alternative. We could instead propose a definition according to which music is any event intended to be listened to (or heard) in such-and-such a way.\(^9\)

Any definition of music that begins with a necessary condition of this sort would seem to allow for the possibility of a musical work consisting entirely of silence. In the remainder of this essay I consider several candidates for the role of an entirely silent piece. If anything comes to mind when the idea of silent music is raised, it is probably John Cage’s 4’33”. This is also the piece most discussed in the academic literature as silent. I thus begin with a consideration of 4’33”, and then consider other arguably silent pieces of music, several of which pre-date Cage’s work.

II. 4’33”

As with many other famous works in the Western classical tradition, there is some dispute about the exact nature and content of John Cage’s 4’33” (1952).\(^10\) Cage had been mulling over the idea
of a silent piece since at least 1948, mentioning it in a lecture delivered in February of that year, and again in an interview for *Time* in 1949. Several experiences seem to have galvanized him to actually compose the piece. One was seeing Robert Rauschenberg’s *White Paintings* (1951). Another was an experience inside an anechoic chamber (a room designed to admit no sounds nor produce any echoes) in 1951. A third was his time at Black Mountain College during the summer of 1952, when 4′33″ was composed. The work was premièred by the pianist David Tudor just outside Woodstock, New York, on August 29, 1952. The performance consisted of three movements, indicated by Tudor’s lowering of the piano lid at the beginning, and raising it at the end, of each movement. Because of the way the score was laid out, Tudor had to turn several pages during the performance. The total performance lasted around four minutes and thirty-three seconds (plus some time in between movements), Tudor measuring the length of each movement with a stopwatch.

The score used at the première is now lost, but Tudor has reconstructed part of it. It consists of a blank piano score, that is, treble- and bass-clef staves that contain no notes or rests. There are bar lines, but the measurement of time is graphic, with two-and-a-half centimeters representing approximately one second. The second, “Kremen” score is more purely graphic, without any traditional musical notation. It consists of blank paper divided by long vertical lines into three movements. Again, horizontal length represents time; in this case, one inch represents eight seconds. Performing from this score also necessitates page turns, both between and within the movements. The third, “tacet” score is the best known. It consists of a single page, with the three movements numbered, each containing the same single instruction: “TACET.” At the bottom of the page is a note from the composer:
The title of this work is the total length in minutes and seconds of its performance. 
…However, the work may be performed by any instrumentalist or combination of 
instrumentalists and last any length of time.17

One feature of the piece that usually goes unnoted, then, is that it has a variable title. A 
performance of it that last five minutes and thirteen seconds (not including time between 
movements) should apparently be called 5′13″. Part of the reason for this going unnoticed is the 
relative conservatism of many performances of the work. It seems to be widely considered a 
piece for piano, properly lasting four minutes and thirty-three seconds, and called 4′33″, 
presumably because this is how it is most frequently performed and discussed. The fact that the 
first score was for piano, as indicated by the distinctive braces of staves, should not be given 
much weight here. Since it was written for a particular performance occasion, this need not be 
taken as definitive of the piece. Besides, even if this score was intended as definitive, many 
works are revised after their initial performance. The first score was never published, while all 
published versions contain the information that the work may be performed by any combination 
of instrumentalists. Similarly, the many remarks Cage made about the piece after its composition 
and publication should be given less weight than the published score, at least by those who 
believe a work is finished when it is presented in public forum, in a conventional way, as 
complete.18

It is unsurprising that Cage and others refer to 4′33″ as his “silent piece.” However, there is 
general agreement among musicologists and other theorists that the content of the piece is not the
silence of the performer, but the ambient sounds in the performance environment.\(^{19}\) If this is right, it is clear that 4'33" is not a piece of silent music, though the silence of the performer plays a central role in the work and its performance. Is 4'33" a piece of music at all? Stephen Davies has argued that it is not. He argues that it is a theatrical work about music. The necessary condition that Davies thinks Cage’s work fails to fulfill is that music must be organized sound. In arguing that 4'33" does not meet this condition, Davies rejects three arguments that it does, and defends one that it does not. I will consider these arguments in turn, arguing that Davies has assessed three of them incorrectly, and that the sounds of performances of 4'33" do qualify as organized.

The first argument Davies considers is that, since silence often structures sounds, we can see the performer’s silence during 4'33" as structuring the sounds of its performance. Davies rightly rejects this argument. The silence of a performer of 4'33" simply does not bear the same relation to the sounds that occur during the performance as either the silences of a performer who observes the rests while playing a conventional melody or the silences that frame a traditional performance.\(^{20}\) In 4'33", the performer’s silence highlights the sounds that occur while she is silent, rather than articulating the sounds surrounded by (or surrounding) her silences. We might similarly observe that the percussionist’s silence during a symphonic movement for which his part is marked “tacet” does not structure the sounds of that movement.

The second argument for the musical nature of 4’33” that Davies considers is one suggested by Levinson. The argument is that the selection of the performance environment is minimally sufficient for the organization required to qualify performances of 4’33” as music, since one can
anticipate in broad outline the kinds of sounds that will occur in different environments. Davies does not say what is wrong with this argument: he says merely that it is “trumped” by his argument against the musical nature of 4′33″ (which I consider below). The argument is only sketched by Levinson, and one could interpret it in two ways: as resting on the claim that being able to predict to some degree the kinds of sounds that will occur during a performance is either necessary or sufficient for the organization necessary for being music. Taken as a necessary condition, I believe it would be too strong. Both Levinson and Davies want to allow all kinds of avant-garde sonic appropriations as music. My guess is that both would allow for the possibility of a musical piece that required, for instance, the playing of a CD randomly selected from a library of sound effects. This would fail the condition we are considering on any but the most vacuous reading of “prediction.” Read as a sufficient condition, however, the argument is more promising. Given the possibility of radically aleatoric works, such as the one just imagined, predictability of the sounds of a performance would seem to imply enough control over the sonic nature of a performance to qualify the sounds as organized.

Levinson has another argument for the organization of the sounds of 4′33″, namely, that the performer organizes the sounds of the performance by framing them. The framing here is not achieved by the performer’s silence, but by her actions. David Tudor lowered the lid of the piano at the beginning, and raised it at the end, of each movement. Davies suggests that were 4′33″ “to be played by a violinist, it would be proper for her to tune up on stage before its commencement, and to be ready to play as it lasts, violin posed on the knee.” How could these actions be said to structure the sounds of the performance? By delimiting a certain time period, the sounds of which are thereby determined as the content of the performance. Just as selection of the venue
determines in part the sounds of the performance, the time at which Tudor starts his stopwatch, or the violinist begins being prepared to play, determines that this cough (during a movement), but not that dropping of the program (between movements), counts as part of the content of the performance. Davies is sympathetic to this argument when he considers it as an argument for the status of 4′33″ as art in a broad sense; however, when it comes to considering 4′33″ as organized sound, and hence music, he says that this framing does not count as selection or appropriation of the sounds of a performance of the work.24 It is not clear to me why this framing should not count as selection or appropriation in the relevant sense. And while the above discussion of the necessity or sufficiency of the predictability of organized sounds might be used to lend support to this conclusion, this argument is independent of the previous one. Anyway, in rejecting these arguments, Davies seems to rely primarily on their being trumped by his positive argument for the thesis that the sounds of a performance of 4′33″ are not organized. It is to this argument that I now turn.

Davies’s argument for the exclusion of performances of 4′33″ from the class of organized sounds is that in order for a collection of sounds to count as organized, there must be the possibility at least of some other sounds in the performance environment standing to the organized sounds in the relation of noise.25 Davies argues that this possibility is excluded by the nature of Cage’s work. “Noise” here means sounds that are excluded from the content of the performance. In most musical performances, it is pretty clear what counts as noise, and what does not. Sounds made by the audience count as noise, as do sounds made by the musicians that are not mandated by the work.26 This is a flexible concept. What might count as noise in one performance (e.g. the timpanist dropping a coin on one of his kettle drums) will not count as noise in another (e.g. in a
performance of the *Enigma Variations*, where this is the traditional method of playing certain passages in the thirteenth variation). Sounds that might count as noise in most situations (e.g. those of a wind machine) may be transformed into musical content by appropriation (e.g. in Vaughan Williams’s *Sinfonia Antartica*). Davies’s point, however, is that in 4'33", Cage, or the performer, implicitly says something like “All sounds that occur during the performance count as part of the performance,” thereby excluding the possibility of noise, and hence of organization.

It is not obvious why Davies believes this argument trumps the preceding argument that the sounds of a performance of 4'33" are organized in virtue of the framing actions of the performer. The organizational function of framing seems more intuitively compelling to me than the principle Davies appeals to that organized sounds require the possibility of noise in the performance environment. Be that as it may, Davies’s argument can be resisted without relying on this basic conflict of intuitions, for it can be argued that performances of 4'33" do admit the possibility of noise. Davies considers mistakes the performer might make as potential candidates for noises in the performance of 4'33". First, he considers the possibility of the performer taking longer or shorter than four minutes and thirty-three seconds to perform the piece. In fact, as we have seen, this would not count as a mistake, since the piece can last any length of time, but, anyway, by taking longer to perform the piece, the performer simply includes more ambient sounds in the performance; these sounds do not thereby count as noise in the relevant sense.27

The other possibility Davies considers is the performer sounding a note accidentally. Perhaps in lowering the piano lid, the performer may catch his hand, and accidentally play a C-major chord. *Quelle horreur!* Nonetheless, it seems that this is as ambient a sound as if another performer
were to drop her bow, and thus should be considered part of the contents of the performance. Suppose, however, that the pianist bridles against his contractual obligation to perform 4'33” night after night and, in an act of protest, plays Chopin’s “Minute Waltz” a couple of times during his performance of 4′33″. This strikes me as different from the accidental C-major chord, as does the possibility Davies considers that “the audience might stand as one person and sing their nation’s anthem.”28 (I assume in the latter case that the singing of the anthem is a protest of some sort, rather than an inexplicable simultaneous outpouring of nationalistic fervor.) These cases seem different from the accidental ones precisely because they are intentional. But Davies also considers someone storming out of the auditorium yelling “This is rubbish!”. That is an intentional action, and Davies plausibly concludes that it would count as part of the content of the performance.

Does anything distinguish the disgruntled audience member from the disgruntled performer, or the patriotic audience? The contents of their intentions are different in that the disgruntled performer and the patriots aim to ruin or disrupt the performance, while the disgruntled audience member is merely making a scene. Davies would argue that this distinction is not relevant to the point at hand because Cage intends all ambient sounds in the performance environment to count as contents of the performance. It is this assumption that I would dispute, however. It seems to me that Cage’s response to the disgruntled audience member would be one of ironic amusement, while he might be truly annoyed by the renegade pianist or the singing audience members. Why so? Because Cage’s point in writing the piece was to draw our attention to the ambient sounds of our environment, particularly the performance environments, partly as a reminder that they are ever-present, despite our usual attitude of ignoring them, and partly as a case for their aesthetic
interest. If this is right, then Cage’s intention for the contents of the piece was not quite as simple as we have heretofore assumed. The intention was not simply that any and every sound in the performance environment should count as part of the performance, but that any sound not intended to bilk the audience’s ability to attend to sounds that would count as ambient noises in the performance of a traditional musical work should count as part of the performance. This intention may be irresolvably vague in terms of what it covers, but it seems coherent, plausibly attributed to Cage, and, most importantly for our immediate concerns, to allow for the possibility of some uncontentious noises in a performance of 4′33″. Examples of such noises include the disgruntled performer’s Chopin and the nationalistic audience’s anthem already mentioned, along with, say, the sounds produced by an audience member who brings his flute to the concert and plays Debussy’s Syrinx during the performance of 4′33″.

One final objection Davies might make to this line of reasoning is that it ignores another conclusion he argues for, namely, that the audience members are not performers of Cage’s work. Davies might try to argue, then, that their intentions are irrelevant to whether the sounds they produce are to be counted as part of the content of a performance of 4′33″. But this misunderstands the argument. The central issue here is whether a composer or performer has the ability to determine that certain sounds count as part of a given performance, whether nor not intentionally produced by them. Davies allows that composers and performers do have this ability – he defends a relatively liberal view of what counts as organization. For instance, he allows that the sounds emitted by the radios used in a performance of Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (1951) are organized by the performers, since they are “causally responsible for the appropriations that occur, if not for their contents.” If this is case, then a composer may
decree that sounds of a certain sort within the performance environment, say, count as part of a
given work. For instance, a composer may write a work in which all the mechanical sounds in
the performance environment are contents of any given performance, but not the sounds made by
any living being. Similarly, a composer may write a work in which all the intentionally produced
sounds in the performance environment are contents of any given performance. And she may do
so without making the audience members performers, just as Davies argues audiences – even
noisy ones – are not performers of 4′33″. (The musicians responsible for any music that comes
out of the radios during a performance of Landscape No. 4 are not thereby performers of that
work.) So the intentions behind the actions of the audience in performances of 4′33″ are relevant,
on my view, not because the audience members are performers, but rather because Cage is
plausibly understood as excluding certain intentionally produced sounds from the contents of
4′33″, in particular, sounds intended to prevent the audience from paying attention to sounds that
count as noise in traditional musical performances.32

I have defended performances of 4′33″ as consisting of organized sound, which appears in some
guise as a necessary condition in most theories and definitions of music. It is not the silence of
the performer that organizes the sounds, but her actions that frame that silence, and thereby the
ambient sounds in the performance environment, along with Cage’s intentions regarding the
contents of the work. The latter, in particular, allow for the possibility of noise during
performances of 4′33″.

I have already pointed out that Cage’s work is not a silent piece of music, but is it music at all?
That depends, of course, on what further conditions are taken to be necessary for music. Jerrold
Levinson is one of the few philosophers to have offered a detailed definition of music. He argues that music is

[1] sounds [and silence] [2] temporally organized by a person [3] for the purpose of enriching or intensifying experience through active engagement (e.g., listening, dancing, performing) [4] with the sounds regarded primarily, or in significant measure, as sounds.33

Taking the conclusions I have already defended for granted, 4’33” clearly counts as music according to Levinson’s definition. The only conditions Levinson posits that we have not considered so far are the broadly aesthetic condition (3), and the “sounds-as-sounds” condition (4). It seems clear that Cage intended audiences at performances of 4’33” to listen actively to the sounds in the performance space, and that they would thereby have an enriching experience.34 Did he intend audiences to regard the sounds of 4’33” “as sounds”? At first glance, this condition might seem quite Cagean. Cage often suggests that we should not listen to sounds – musical or otherwise – under traditional musical concepts such as pitch or rhythm, but hear them as the pure sounds they are. Levinson would surely not endorse this proposal, however, at least not in the all-encompassing way Cage intends.35 Rather, Levinson introduces this condition to exclude artistic spoken language from the extension of his definition. Recitations of poetry, for instance, will meet conditions 1-3; Levinson introduces his fourth condition explicitly to “deal with the poetry problem.”36 But what does it mean to listen to sounds “primarily as sounds”? The only gloss Levinson provides is that to listen to sounds as sounds is not to listen to them “primarily as
symbols of discursive thought” – that is, as language.\textsuperscript{37} If this is what the condition amounts to, then \textit{4’33”} will meet it.

I argue elsewhere, however, that there is more to listening to music \textit{as music} than merely not listening to it as language.\textsuperscript{38} One alternative to this \textit{via negativa} is that musicians intend the sounds they produce to be listened to under basic musical concepts, such as pitch and rhythm.\textsuperscript{39} This does not result in as conservative a definition of music as might at first appear, since one can listen to sounds under a particular concept without the sounds’ actually falling under that concept.\textsuperscript{40} Thus we can admit as music sounds intended to be listened to for basic musical features that everyone is aware they do not possess. The definition of music that I defend incorporates this idea as follows:

\textit{Music is (1) any event intentionally produced or organized (2) to be heard, and (3) either (a) to have some basic musical feature, such as pitch or rhythm, or (b) to be listened to for such features.}\textsuperscript{41}

This definition allows me to make a distinction unavailable to Levinson. There are artists who characterize themselves, or are characterized by others, as “sound artists.”\textsuperscript{42} These are artists who produce sounds for what we might call artistic or aesthetic appreciation, but who, like Cage, more or less explicitly intend us to listen to these sounds \textit{not} under musical concepts, but more purely as the sounds they are “in themselves.”\textsuperscript{43} We can imagine a musical pair of Dantoesque “indiscernibles”: two works that use the same “found sound” (say, a field recording of a construction site), one of which is intended to be listened to under basic musical concepts, the
other of which is not. The former, I would argue, is a piece of music; the latter is not – it is non-musical sound art. Similarly, I would argue that 4′33″ is not a piece of music, since Cage intended the sounds audible at its performances not to be listened to under traditional musical concepts. But nor is it simply a piece of theatre, as Davies would have it. Rather, 4′33″ is a work of non-musical sound art.

Of course, Levinson might draw this same distinction between two kinds of sonic art, yet insist that it is a distinction within the category of music, rather than between music and another type of art. I will not attempt to settle this dispute here. I will just point out that my definition, though not very conservative, is more conservative than Levinson’s, in the sense that it excludes more from the extension of music. Thus, if silent music is possible according to my definition, it will be possible according to Levinson’s too.

III. CANDIDATES FOR SILENT MUSIC

There is general agreement, among philosophers at least, that 4′33″ is not a silent piece of music, though there is disagreement with respect to what it is, and the arguments that establish its correct categorization. It turns out, though, that there are several other candidates for the status of silent music, reaching back more than one hundred years. In this section I consider whether any of these candidates is in fact a silent piece of music.

In 1897, Alphonse Allais published his “Marche Funèbre.” With a score consisting entirely of twenty-four blank bars, the piece looks quite similar to the first score of Cage’s 4′33″.44 (The
main difference is that there is only a single staff with no clefs, as opposed to the piano-specific nature of Cage’s score.) Supposedly composed “for the funeral of a great deaf man,” the score includes a preface by Allais:

The author of this funeral march was inspired in its composition by the principle, accepted by everyone, that great sorrows are silent. Since great sorrows are silent, the performers should concentrate solely on counting bars, rather than making that obscene racket which deprives the best funerals of their solemnity.45

Though on the surface a promising candidate for the first silent piece of music, Allais’s funeral march is not a piece of music at all. It is a joke. The tempo marking for the piece is “Lento rigolando” (slowly, laughing), and it was published in Allais’s April-First Album, a multi-media work including some visual artworks that would be ground-breaking were they intended seriously.46 (These are a series of monochrome images with titles such as, for the white image, “First communion of anemic young girls in a snowstorm.” This is not the most offensive one of the set.47) Consequently, I suggest that the work is a hybrid literary-visual joke – an artwork perhaps, but not a piece of music, because not seriously intended as instructions to musical performers.48

Erwin Schulhoff’s Fünf Pittoresken were published in 1919. Four of the pieces take popular genres as their basis (foxtrot, ragtime, etc.), but use them to parody what Schulhoff perceived as the elitist music of his milieu. The middle movement, “In futurum,” however, consists entirely of rests. Many elements of the piece point to a facetious intent: Though consisting entirely of rests,
each bar on each staff is subdivided in different, and quite complex ways; the clefs of the piano
staves are switched, with the treble clef below the bass clef; the time signatures are nonsensical
and incommensurable (3/5 and 7/10), though the rests in every bar add up to a whole note
(semibreve); the score contains not only rests, fermatas, breath marks, and a grand pause, but
also upside-down fermatas, exclamation and question marks, and “notes” whose heads are
smiley- and frowny-faces; and, finally, the tempo and stylistic indications are: “Timeless tempo;
the whole piece freely with expression and feeling throughout, to the very end!”

Much of this suggests that “In futurum” is a joke, and a largely visual one at that. On the other
hand, the piece is embedded within a suite that is clearly music for traditional performance.
Moreover, the categories of “joke” and “music” are not mutually exclusive. I argued that Allais’s
funeral march was not a piece of music on the basis that it was not seriously intended for
performance, not on the basis that it was a joke. There are several famous examples of musical
jokes, including Mozart’s *Musikalisches Spaß* (K522). The other pieces in Schulhoff’s suite have
a partly comedic character, but that does not militate against their being music. Ironically, the
bizarre features of the score described above do not make for difficulties in performing the piece,
precisely because it consists entirely of rests. (Looking at this idea from another angle, we might
observe that many widely acknowledged musical works from the latter half of the twentieth
century have scores that are much more difficult to interpret in performance than this one.) The
visual aspects of the piece are no cause for concern, either. This piece may well be a hybrid
visual-musical work, but that simply adds to the complexity of the work; it does not take away
from its musical nature.
Someone might argue that “In futurum” is only a silent part of a work that includes musical sounds, since it is part of a larger work – the suite of five pieces. However, pieces in suites such as this are regularly played on their own. (“In futurum” might be played as an encore at a performance of Cage’s piano music, for instance.) Whatever use we reserve the term “work” for in a strict sense, we must allow for musical pieces that are parts of larger works but may also stand alone.

In sum, I suggest that Schulhoff’s “In futurum” is arguably the first completely silent piece of music. My only reservation is due to the intentional character of music. That is, if it turns out that Schulhoff did in fact intend this piece merely as a joke, and not to be performed, I would retract my claim that it is a piece of music.

Yves Klein, much better known as a visual and performance artist, was also the composer of the Monotone-Silence Symphony. The final version of the work, scored for a small orchestra and choir, consists of a D-major chord, to be held for five to seven minutes, followed by forty-four minutes of silence. The history of the piece is rather obscure, particularly with respect to whether it was composed before or after Cage’s 4’33”. Klein claimed to have first had the idea in 1947, and worked out its final form in 1949, but there is little documentary evidence of this. It was orchestrated by Pierre Henry in 1957, and was certainly premièred in 1960 at Klein’s show “Anthropometries of the Blue Period.” It was also played at Klein’s wedding in 1962.

Here, it seems, we do have a single work that is only partially silent – the chord and the silence are not distinct movements that might reasonably be performed separately. It is thus not a perfect
example of a piece of silent music. It is, though, arguably as difficult a case as a completely silent piece for those who would defend the possibility of silent music. For it would be implausible to argue that the silence here plays the traditional role of musical silence, namely, structuring the musical sounds. Thus the classification of Klein’s piece as a piece of music stands or falls, I would suggest, with the possibility of completely silent pieces of music.53

There are many silent pieces after 1952 (the date of 4′33”), but most seem to be heavily derivative on Cage’s piece. This makes it difficult to tell whether their contents are, like Cage’s piece, the ambient sounds of the performance environment, or the silence of the performers (or recording, in some cases).54 I will discuss just two post-4′33” pieces. The first is György Ligeti’s Three Bagatelles (1961). Dedicated to David Tudor, who premièred 4′33”, the piece seems to be a gentle parody of Cage’s work. The first bagatelle consists of a single note: a whole-note (semibreve) C# two octaves below middle-C, with a tempo indication of ♪ = 40-48, the marking dolcissimo (very sweetly), and a fermata over the concluding double bar-line. The next two movements each consist of a whole-note rest: one at the same tempo, marked molto espr. (very expressively), with the concluding fermata in parentheses, the other “Più lento” (more slowly), its fermata marked lunga! (hold for a long time!). Each bagatelle, though only a single bar long, is printed on a separate page.

The way in which Ligeti notates the two silent bagatelles suggests that their content is indeed the silence of the performer, rather than the ambient sounds in the environment. However, unlike the case of Schulhoff’s Fünf Pittoresken, it seems that Ligeti’s bagatelles must all be played together. A note on the first page of the score reads: “These ‘Bagatelles’ should not be played by
heart. The end of each Bagatelle is to be indicated by turning the page. The end of the whole composition is to be indicated by standing up and bowing to the audience.55 This suggests that, though consisting of distinct movements, Ligeti’s piece is, for our purposes, most like Klein’s Monotone-Silence Symphony: though the silences do not structure the sounds of the piece, they are intended to be heard in counterpoint to those sounds.56 As a result, this is not the perfect silent piece of music, either (though an equally good test-case for theories of musical silence).

The second post-Cage silent piece I will discuss is my own Composition 2009 #3. Frustrated by the lack of an ideal example to illustrate clearly the possibility of silent music in a lecture-recital, I turned my hand to composition. In most fields of philosophy, one must be content with hypothetical examples, but philosophers of the arts have the distinct advantage of being able to produce actual examples to illustrate their theories (or refute others’). As is noted in discussions of the institutional theory of art, a single person can play many distinct institutional roles, and though I may not be a very skilled composer, I think it is uncontroversial that I know enough about music to compose musical works, whatever their quality. Hence I set out to compose a truly silent piece. The score reads as follows: “Indicate a length of silence, using the usual cues with which you would signal the beginning & end of a single movement, song, etc. (The content of this work is the silence you frame, not any ambient noise.)”57 I believe, for the same reasons I defend my own definition of music, that this work is a piece of music. It seems that Levinson would also be committed to considering it a piece of music.

IV. CONCLUSION
Those who would resist the admission of my *Composition 2009 #3* to the ranks of musical works face the challenge of accounting for how silence can be part of traditional musical works while rejecting a piece that consists entirely of silence. Though one might do so simply stipulatively, I think it will be difficult to resist the possibility of purely silent pieces on principled grounds if one wants to allow the possibility of much experimental music, particularly that consisting of found sounds, or sounds produced aleatorically. For what must qualify those pieces as music, in the absence of any traditional musical features, is an intention that those sounds be listened to (or the experience of hearing them) *as music*, whether we cash that out in terms of a kinds of aesthetic experience, as in Levinson’s definition, or in terms of basic musical features, as in my own. And there seems no principled reason why this kind of “derivative” or “second order” condition could not be met by pure silence.58
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